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Daily Jobs 
 Spellings: Words ending in zhun spelt - sion 

This week we will be learning the spelling rule for adding sion to root words. A tip is to 

drop the final consonant and the e  when adding ion to make a noun. Please complete the 

activity listed below. A new activity will be listed each day.  

 Speed spell: Work with an adult or a member of your family who can test how 

quickly you can spell all the week’s words from memory. You could then play a 

game of hangman with the spelling words. 

 
 Reading! Please use this time to read as much as possible! A minimum of 20 

minutes a day.  

English 

For the rest of the week you will be writing your news report about the ancient 

Greek Olympics. You can do this either on paper or on a computer. However if 

you have done the majority of the home learning so far on the computer, it may 

be a good idea to get some handwriting practise with a good old fashioned 

pencil!  

Remember to look back at your research from Tuesday and the plan you created 

yesterday. We are hoping you will be able to use some inverted commas for 

speech when telling us what eye witnesses think of the event so it may also help 

you to watch Mrs Bathurst’s video again from Monday’s learning.  

The skills table on the next page will remind you of all the writing features of a 

news report. Try to use as many as you can and tick them off when you have. We 

have also put the speech burger here to remind you of the rules when using 

inverted commas for speech. 
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Writing features of a news report Tick if I’ve used them 
Past tense for events that have 

already happened 

 

Historical facts  
Paragraphs  
Subtitles for different days  
Eye witness accounts (words said 

by people who were there) 

 

Inverted commas for speech  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Maths  

 

Today we are continuing to work on our column subtraction but we are going to be 

exchanging in the hundreds column today.  

 

Please watch the video on teams and then complete the work below.  

 

Please ensure that you use column subtraction to answer all the questions and upload 

your completed work and workings out to teams or send in via email.  

 

LO: Use column subtraction for 4-digit numbers when exchanging is required in the 

hundreds column. 

 

1) 8727 – 4354 =  

2) 6729 – 4348 =  

3) 9716 – 6430 =  

4) 5807 – 3427 =  

5) _____ = 7708 – 7633  

6) Colin thinks:  

56184 

- 4192 

1592 

 

Explain why he is incorrect. 

 

7) Find the missing digits.  

 
Solve each calculation in several ways where possible.  

Solve both the calculations together using the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 

once.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Art  

This week, in art we would like you to create an Olympic olive leaf wreath. Traditionally 

known as the Kotinos, the Olive wreath was the grand prize for the winner at the 

Olympics in Athens. This is because the games were always held in Greece and the olive 

branch was used as the official emblem of Greece and the Olympics. It was made from 

the branch of the wild olive tree that grew at Olympia and was intertwined and woven 

together to create a horseshoe shape that would sit on the head of the victorious 

winner of the Olympic Games.  

Follow the instructions and images below to create your own Olympic wreath! 

 

You will need:  

 A4 Green paper or white paper that you can colour/ paint 

 a paper plate or a piece of card that is about the circumference of your 

head 

 Scissors 

 a glue stick or tape.  

            
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Instructions:  

1. First you may want to colour paper or gather some different types of 

paper to create a multi-coloured effect. You could spray or paint the 

leaves in gold if you are feeling super creative. 

2. Cut 2 pieces of green paper in half. Fold each of the halves. 

 
3. Make a leaf design, being sure that the widest end of the leaf ends 

directly on the fold. If you child is old enough, let him/her cut out the 

leaves. 

      
4. Fold a paper plate in half and trim about 1-2 inches away from the edge 

of the plate. Alternatively cut out a horseshoe shape of card large enough 

to fit around the back of your head. 

  
5. Rub some glue on the paper plate ring. 

6. Unfold the leaves and place them on the glue. 

  
7. Wait for the leaves to dry and there you have your crown!  


